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About This Video

The year is 2030 and an influx of refuges have effortlessly transformed themselves into a terrorist organization known as the
Individual Eleven. With a sadistic intent of mass destruction, will they triumph in victory or discover the gloomy pitfalls of

defeat?
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Title: Ghost in the Shell: Individual Eleven
Production:
Manga Entertainment
Distributor:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2007
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(6.4GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: NR
Running Time: 163 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Needs a lot of work. It really wasn't ready yet for everyone.. Boring- Click and play no strategy whatsoever, p2w, crashes
constantly.
Recommend the game to people you dont like. :D

. Love the game, finally getting over the old tried but true East Side Hockey.
Loads of improvements that help ease of life, good step in the right direction.

It pains me that the sim speed has not been improved at all, as that is many peoples gripe, aswell as my own biggest. Almost to
the point of making me not reccomend, but alas, enough other things have changed to make that silly.

Great game overall, definitly taking steps in the right direction. If the sim speed is improved in patches, it will easily overtake
EHM and become my favorite hockey manager on the market!. I agree with Super Phillip, this is probably a Top-10 Game of
the Year, for me too. I love arcade racers be it in water, mud or outer space.

It's extremely expensive but if you look for competitive water racing it's the best option you have. The content is of high quality
and there are lots of championships and other game modes. The realism, in particular the jetskis and how the character leans
from side to side, is quite spot on.

If you're serious about arcade racing and enjoy the challenges water brings, and you don't mind spending a buck or two, then I
can recommend Aqua Moto Racing Utopia.. Pack does not download.. Promptly after spawning in a thick dark wood I saw
movement from a far
I pulled up my slick Winchester Auto Rifle
I slowly aimed in the scope and fixed my crosshairs on the brown movement in the brush
With my sights on the creature, I steadied my scope and blink once
The gunshot will always stay imprinted in my brain
The bullet flew into the air and through the trees, its movement traced and watch by an unknown beast
The bullet flew into a baby deers\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I slowly walked forward and saw its chest pumping
up and down
It spoke to me
"Why?"
"Why me?"
"Kill me"
So I shot forward into the brain
The movement ceased
I closed my computer and went to bed
I couldn't sleep
I only thought...
"Who is the real beast?"

Overall fun game with standard graphics(for the time). GET THIS GAME! That is all I can say is GET THIS GAME!
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My first ever Max Payne I played when I was a kid. Nostalgic. This game has always got a special place for me. It will leave you
with chills. The Noir style is put together so well it make you feel sad for Max and how miserable he is.

The gameplay in my opinion is extremely fun, it's very smooth and with satisfying headshots all round! The storytelling is a
10\/10. Graphic Novel, love it as I did for Max Payne 1. The characters are engaging and occasionally humorous which is
always a plus. Level design is good can get a little claustrophobic at times and PHYSICS. All in all it's a bloody good game!

Having a short story is a slight negative for me, but how it is told certainly makes up for it. The combat, I found a little tedious
towards the end but that's just a minor thing.

I strongly recommend Max Payne 2 for all fans of the genre. Buy when it's on sale next. You won't be disappointed!

My rating:
7\/8 Painkillers.. A rhythm-puzzle game? Turba sounded really neat when I first saw it. I was itching to try it out. However, I
was sadly disappointed.

The #1 thing that destroys this game is its abysmal beat detection. Because the rhythm of the song determines how fast the
blocks spawn/move and allows you to get "beat bonuses" for clearing blocks to the beat of the song, it's a key component of the
game. Unfortunately, the game often skips beats and detects beats when there are none, completely disrupting the flow of play.

A few of the other game mechanics seem a bit off as well. "Beat blocks" are supposed to turn all surrounding blocks black after
they count down and explode, but there has been at least one instance of a block being left out of an explosion. As far as I can
tell, there is very little discernable difference from the three difficulty levels, and it's possible to play songs that are impossible
to lose on, even on the hardest difficulty.

If Turba offered custom BPM and beat offset settings per song (features other software is quite easily able to do), this game
would probably be redeemable. But with the main mechanic of the game broken, it's hardly worth spending your money on.. I
can't really begrudge them the \u00a31 something I paid for the game but be aware this is more of a very early proof-of-concept
for educational VR, not an actual market-ready experience.

There are about five different info points that play a little soundbite about the item you're standing next to, but some obvious
low-hanging fruit is missing - who built the tomb? Why? What were the egyptian beliefs about life, death and the afterlife?
What's the significance of the dog-headed Anubis figures? Who were the pharaohs and what was their role in egyptian society?

In practical terms the time spent on the treasure hunt section would have been better used to provide much deeper educational
content. If people want to play a game on their Vive, this isn't going to be the title they reach for - so why spend time and
resource developing it? The flashlight is too dim, making it very hard to get an idea of the full grandeur of the room you're stood
in. I'd like to see higher quality textures and many more items added to the tomb.. I really like the concept of this game - some
sort of a career simulator in a futuristic world, with elements of economy and networking. This is what I thought I was getting
into when I bought this game and started playing. However, I ended up getting very bored very quickly.

To my disappointment, the game ended up being all about talking to people, getting them to trust and like you, so they ask you
to do all sorts of missions for them, usually going back and forth between places or getting information about people they know.
In my book, this type of game would be defined as "a gossip simulator". No matter where you are, the main gameplay mechanic
is choosing an AI to talk to, so you can impress it in order to complete one of many boring types of missions. \/yawn

You can also get a job, except the mechanism seems confusing, to say the least. Instead of getting to your work place and have
some activity the game would present you as your supposed job, you have to "get owed" hours first, which means waiting... and
waiting... and waiting... I suppose it was designed like that to let you do other things while having a job, but it just doesn't make
sense to me. None of it.

I suggest avoiding this game, as it hardly offers any fun, if at all. If you're really curious about it, wait for it to go on sale, and
even then, I'd suggest not expecting much.. Well I really wanted to love this game.
The first update after the game was taken over by 501 was dreadful.
Smartly 501 rolled back the update and promised work.
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Now been about a month since the last status update.
501 site only even lists the two other games they released PGM isnt even mentioned.
Last posts on all forms of social media are from the end of October, and are not about this game.
Sad to say it, but this unpolished gem is now an unpolished turd circling the bowl of abandoware.. Z-Exemplar is a oldschool
with new tech horizontal shumup, that is a facinating game with oldschool graphics, so lets start, ui is amazing, controls feels
natural as living, main menu? the best, loading screens that take a split second are also incredible, probably a r-type game in
gameplay perspective, there is a progressive system, I'm not the biggest fan of that, but its just so great finishing a map and
adding a conquest flag in a new planet, there is something satisfying about hearing the awesome z-exemplar win sound gfx that
is just perfect, I have no clue why I like all that much oldschool games mixed wiith new technology, but if you are looking for
that, this is a absolutely must have, it also includes the option to disable oldschool special effects if you are looking for that, but
for me, it seems its a better experience playing with the oldschool mode activated.

+hard
+awesome soundtrack
+amazing controls
+outstanding pixel art graphics
+great main menu

10/10. Pretty awesome. Good story well put together. Lots of game play and freaken scary to boot. People could once buy this
for 25\u20ac now you can buy it with the base game for 10\u20ac euro can you really put the price down this much for the game
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